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RE: New NADA Vehicle Valuation Process 
Effective date: May 18, 2011 
 
Date: May 18, 2011 
To: All MVD 
From: Mac Lewis, MVD Policy and Procedures Manager  
 
[This is the latest in a series of procedural updates. These updates deal with specific MVD 
procedures and practices. Managers and Supervisors should consistently distribute the 
updates to all personnel and integrate them into regular information and training sessions.] 
 
 
Effective May 19, 2011, a new NADA valuation process will run in the background 
in MVD 2.0 and, for most used vehicle transfers, will automatically determine the 
appropriate vehicle value and the correct motor vehicle excise tax.  
 
 
Effective May 19, 2011, when an MVD agent completes the vehicle transfer transaction 
screen in MVD 2.0, if the transfer is a sale, the system will automatically query the NADA 
online valuation system to determine the correct sale price and motor vehicle excise tax. 
 
For the new system to work as it is intended to, it is important that all entries be made 
correctly on the Title Transfer information screen, including the sale price as stated on the 
title or bill of sale (5300.00 in the screen shot example below).  
 
If the vehicle transferred is a motorcycle, the NADA process will not run in the background 
but must still be calculated manually using NADA online. The “Price” entered for a 
motorcycle should be calculated (per PQU#81rev2) as the higher of the stated sale price 
and 80% of the rough trade-in value provided online by NADA. 
  

 
 
If the transfer is a gift, and the customer presents a properly completed Affidavit of Gift 
form (MVD-10018), or if it is otherwise a non-sale transfer (e.g. a transfer from a deceased 
owner’s estate to an estate beneficiary), enter zero (0). There will be no excise tax due, and 
the NADA query will not run. Remember: the motor vehicle excise tax is only due when a 
vehicle is sold or presumed to have been sold (as with a gift if there is no Affidavit of Gift). 
 



However, it is also important to note that a vehicle may be transferred/sold in exchange for 
something other than money – perhaps in exchange for a service or an object of equivalent 
value. Although the customer may characterize the sale as a “trade” or “barter” transaction, 
and may not have entered a sale price dollar amount on the title or bill of sale, the fact 
remains that: a) the declared price paid and entered on the Title Transfer information 
screen should be the actual dollar value of whatever was given in exchange for the vehicle; 
and b) the excise tax should be calculated with reference to NADA values, the same as with 
any other vehicle sale transaction. 
 
If the transfer is declared to be a gift, but no properly completed Affidavit of Gift is 
presented by the customer, or if for any other reason it is impossible to establish the actual 
price paid, enter one dollar (1) as the price paid. By doing so you will allow the NADA query 
to run and to establish the appropriate value and the correct excise tax. 
 
If the vehicle is one for which NADA has an average trade-in value, that value and the 
amount equal to 80% of that value will both appear on the information verification screen, 
as in the example below. If the vehicle is one for which NADA does not have an average 
trade-in value, the “NADA Value” and “80% of NADA Value” numbers will both be zero (0). 
 
In either case, the motor vehicle excise tax will be calculated based on the higher of the 
purchase price entered and 80% of NADA value. 
 

 
 
Finally, one of two Transaction Fees screens will display the relevant values and the correct 
excise tax. 
 
The first screen below will display the “Customer’s Purchase Price” if the stated sale price is 
higher than 80% of NADA value, or if no NADA value is available. 
 
 

 
 



If, however, the stated purchase price is less than 80% of the NADA value, a screen will 
appear (below) that displays the “Customer’s Purchase Price” (stated price), the NADA value 
and the taxable value (80% of the NADA average trade-in value) upon which the excise tax 
is based. 
 

 
 

 
It may happen that the NADA online system is down. If a prompt appears indicating that 
NADA may be down, please proceed with manual lookup. If NADA really is down, so that 
you get no result, proceed to follow normal procedures using the price indicated on the title 
or bill of sale. 
 
Also, please note that the NADA valuation process applies only to used car sales that are not 
dealer sales – never for a dealer new car sale with MSO/MCO, nor for a dealer used car sale, 
with or without trade-in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Field office managers and supervisors should refer any comments or questions regarding 
this Procedural Quick Update to the Field Operations Help Desk or to their Bureau Chiefs, 
with cc to mac.lewis@state.nm.us. Others are encouraged to direct comments or questions 
directly to Mac Lewis, MVD Policy and Procedure Manager, at mac.lewis@state.nm.us. 
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